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Orangutech and Kognitiv Spark Announce Partnership Delivering
Mixed Reality Solutions to the Canadian Government
Ottawa, ON – Orangutech is pleased to announce that we have officially partnered with Kognitiv Spark,
an industrial mixed reality solution company based out of New Brunswick.
“Our partnership with Orangutech is highly important to us,” said Duncan McSporran, Chief Operations
Officer, and VP of Defence and Public Sector at Kognitiv Spark. “As a Canadian organisation, having the
team at Orangutech as a trusted and highly agile partner for delivery of our capability to customers in
the Government of Canada, is a fundamental foundation stone of our business.”
This partnership will offer departments within the Government of Canada enhanced technological
capabilities through Kognitiv Spark’s flagship product, RemoteSpark. RemoteSpark delivers a unique
solution leveraging holographic mixed reality content to train and support workers in the field so they are
thoroughly prepared to complete complex tasks in highly remote or hazardous environments.
”We are looking forward to working with the talented team at Kognitiv Spark to deliver new and
transformative technology that propels the modern workplace as forward while also improving key
business process flows at the Government of Canada through the use of Mixed Reality technologies” said
Lachlan Henderson, GM of Orangutech.
The addition of Kognitiv Spark as a strategic partner bolsters Orangutech’s commitment toward serving
the Government of Canada by continuing to diversify our service offerings with the intention of providing
modernized solutions that accelerate issue resolution, increase collaboration, and improve efficiency.
About Kognitiv Spark
Kognitiv Spark is a Fredericton, New Brunswick-based tech company and Microsoft MRPP gold partner recognized for
its competency in the secure, reliable, and network agnostic applications of Mixed Reality for remote support. Its
flagship product, RemoteSpark is an industrial-grade platform that allows a remote worker to establish a lowbandwidth, secure audio-video call with a subject matter expert when they need help solving a complex problem.
RemoteSpark can facilitate the transfer of photos, files (PDFs, Microsoft Office documents), and multi-step animated
holograms. The tech company was founded in 2016 and supports a global footprint of clients and partners operating
in manufacturing, energy, defence, public-sector, marine and other industrial sectors.
About Orangutech
Orangutech is an Ottawa-based Microsoft Gold Certified Partner in Cloud Productivity, Collaboration and Content,
and Application Development as well as a Silver Certified Partner in Security. Founded in 2003, Orangutech helps
clients modernize their workplace while maximizing user adoption and effective collaboration using Microsoftcentric services and software. Orangutech is Ottawa’s recognized leader in User Adoption, Information Management,
and Business Process Optimization for Microsoft 365, SharePoint, and MS Teams.

